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Wild Animal Sculpture Cards

For more information, ideas, inspiration and to 
watch a video, please visit 
www.roylco.com/product/R16037.

Mold and decorate sturdy chipboard wild animals! 
We have included eight wild designs: warthog, 
ostrich, kangaroo, deer, eagle, bear, fox and 
gorilla. 

Technique: Lay down newspaper or a Roylco 
R7512 Fingerpaint “No Mess” Tray before you 
start to keep water from going everywhere. Wet 
both sides of the chipboard design with water. 
The water will soak through the material, allowing 
it to bend without tearing. Curve and crease to 
add detail to your animal. Prop the sculpture in 
between small objects to hold the sculpture's 
shape as it dries. Paint or color your animals and 
display! 

Ideas: Create a 3D wild animal sculpture and use 
it as a visual aid for a report or presentation!

Color the animals with paint 
and markers. Younger students 
can use paint to dab on bright 
colors that will show up 
beautifully on the sculpture. 
Look for images of the animals 
on-line to use as reference to 
determine colors and designs. 
Older students can illustrate 
fine lines and details with 
markers. Since this technique 
will require a bit of precision, 
it's a good idea to first get your 
students to sketch their ideas 
and colors down on paper 
before illustrating their animal. 
Before beginning, trace the flat chipboard animal 
to use as a template for designs.

Display the finished pieces in a lifelike nature 
exhibit! Fill up a diorama with craft moss, 
branches and leaves to create a nature display. 
Try our R52094 Set the Scene! Diorama Box as 
a base for your science project. 
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